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Evaluation and Verification of Video Editing Output Based on Content Fingerprinting 
ABSTRACT 
Modifications to video processing pipelines, e.g., editlist generators, can cause the output 
videos to not match a user specification. This disclosure describes techniques for the automated 
verification of revisions to video editlist generators and/or video edit engines. A random set of 
edited videos and the corresponding edit specifications are selected (205). The number of videos 
in the set is determined based on an estimation of the likelihood of an error in the output video as 
a result of changes in the editlist generator. Editlists are generated for each selected video based 
on a control editlist generator and a modified editlist generator. Content fingerprinting 
techniques are utilized to compare videos generated based on the respective editlists and to 
determine whether the modified editlist generator produces expected results. A summary of 
comparison results (and optionally, video playback) is provided to enable both quantitative as 
well as visual evaluation. 
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Users commonly utilize video editing software to process videos and perform edits to 
audio and video segments, e.g., to obscure personally identifiable information such as vehicle 
license plates, protect privacy by blurring out features of individuals, mute segments of audio 
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that include copyrighted material, etc. Such editing can be performed via a cloud-based video 
hosting service.  
A typical workflow includes generation of an edit specification based on user edits that 
includes the edits as well as details of the content associated with the edits. The edit specification 
is then converted into an editlist, which is a concise list of edits that is utilized by the video 
hosting service to generate final video output that is played back on a viewing device. 
Conversion of an edit specification to an editlist is performed by utilizing an editlist generator. 
Editlist generators commonly undergo code revisions to update features, improve performance, 
etc. It is important that each revision of the editlist generator results in the same video output to 
ensure that user expectations are met. 
DESCRIPTION 
An automated process to verify that code revisions produce an expected output can 
mitigate any unexpected issues in the revised code. This disclosure describes techniques for the 
automated verification of revisions to video editlist generators and/or video edit engines to 
ensure that the video output is consistent across different versions. Per techniques of this 
disclosure, a set of videos and corresponding edit specifications are selected, and editlists are 
generated based on a control editlist generator (e.g., prior to code revisions) and a modified (test) 
editlist generator (e.g., that includes code revisions that are to be verified). Content fingerprinting 
techniques are utilized to compare output videos from the control and test configurations, 
generated based on the respective editlists and to determine (verify) whether the code revisions 
produce expected results. 
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Fig. 1: An editlist is utilized to provide editing instructions to a video engine 
Fig. 1 depicts an example workflow for a video editing tool as provided by an online 
video hosting service that serves videos using a video provider engine. A user edits raw video 
footage using video editing software (tool). Edits can include edits for artistic effect as well edits 
effected for other considerations such as privacy, e.g., blurring out personally identifiable 
features, and copyright, e.g., by muting out audio segments that include copyrighted content. The 
video editing software enables users to effect edits (changes) to selected frames, or across all 
frames in the raw video. The user provided edits and other automated edits are stored in an edit 
specification that serves as a record and enables the user to continue editing the video at a 
subsequent time. 
An editlist generator is utilized to convert the edit specification to an editlist, which 
includes standalone instructions to a video engine on edits to be performed prior to producing 
final video output. The editlist is a concise list when compared to an edit specification, and may 
not include information, for example, on specific copyright claims that led to a certain edit. For 
example, an edit specification can include information about which audio segments are to be 
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muted as well as why a certain segment was muted, whereas an editlist typically only includes 
information about which audio segments are to be muted. 
The edit list is utilized in conjunction with a raw source video by a video engine that 
produces final video that is suitable for playback. The video may be tailored by the video engine, 
e.g., transcoded, for optimal playback on a variety of devices. 
Fig. 2: Content fingerprints of videos are utilized to verify code changes 
Fig. 2 depicts an example workflow for the verification of code revisions (changes) to 
editlist generation, per techniques of this disclosure. A random set of edited videos and the 
corresponding edit specifications are selected (205). The number of videos in the set is 
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determined based on an estimation of the likelihood of an error in the output video as a result of 
changes in the editlist generator. For example, if an intent is to identify a problem that occurs 
less than 1% of the time, at least a 1000 videos are selected. 
For each of the selected videos, editlists are generated based on a control (original) 
editlist generator codebase (210a) and a test (modified) editlist generator codebase (210b). Based 
on the generated editlists, videos are produced using the control editlist (220a) as well as the test 
editlist (220b). 
Content fingerprints of the test and control videos are generated and compared (230) to 
determine differences between the test and control videos. The test and control videos are 
analyzed using content fingerprinting techniques to detect unexpected edits (relative to user 
specification). For example, it is verified that audio segments that are specified to be muted by a 
user are actually muted. Similarly, if features of a face are to be blurred per user specification, it 
is verified whether the features of the face are actually blurred in the output video. 
A summary of comparison results is generated (240) to enable both quantitative as well 
as visual evaluation of the comparison results. In some implementations, video playback of the 
differences is provided for easy visualization of the differences between test and control videos. 
The described techniques can also be readily extended to evaluate updates (e.g. A/B testing) to a 
video engine as well as other video streaming infrastructure and can improve the reliability of 
video production. 
CONCLUSION 
This disclosure describes techniques for the automated verification of revisions to video 
editlist generators and/or video edit engines. A random set of edited videos and the 
corresponding edit specifications are selected (205). The number of videos in the set is 
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determined based on an estimation of the likelihood of an error in the output video as a result of 
changes in the editlist generator. Editlists are generated for each selected video based on a 
control editlist generator and a modified editlist generator. Content fingerprinting techniques are 
utilized to compare videos generated based on the respective editlists and to determine whether 
the modified editlist generator produces expected results. A summary of comparison results (and 
optionally, video playback) is provided to enable both quantitative as well as visual evaluation. 
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